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Abstract:
Discovering new techniques and sharing best practices in green restoration and renovation for old but majestic buildings will greatly advance the green building industry. In this presentation we will walk participants through a landmark major renovation project at Colgate University.

Constructed in 1906, Lathrop Hall is originally a wood-framed building with stone exterior walls. It housed science labs and classrooms and, in the center portion of the building, a large double height museum space with surrounding balcony, large windows at each end, and a barrel vaulted ceiling with a large central light monitor lit by skylights in the roof above.

In a major renovation in 1970, the museum and original central stairs were removed and the original windows and sky lighting were buried in new walls and ceilings. By modern day standards, the renovation resulted in poor lighting, poor air circulation, insufficient air conditioning and insulation, and an overall poor learning and working environment.

Today, Lathrop Hall is being restored to its proper place as one of the most important academic buildings on the Colgate campus. The project is renovating antiquated spaces, providing state-of-the-art technology, building and environmental systems. In addition, we are uncovering and rediscovering some of the architectural elements long buried by the 1970’s renovation, including the re-introduction of natural day lighting into the core of the building. In keeping with the University’s goal of sustainable design strategies for all major projects, this project will achieve LEED certification. Participants will walk away with specific details and knowledge of how Lathrop Hall was restored while introducing modern features and green building practices.
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